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Abstract 

In this paper, the author seeks to highlight the itinerary of the Albanian press in Yugoslavia 
with special emphasis on the press that had the greatest impact on the Albanian society. It 
should be noted that this undertaking does not include the entire press with all its fields but 
only the main one that carried the burden of a high school of professionalism. After the Second 
World War, the Albanian press, with all its specifics, has been presented to us with a modest 
professional level, but very soon, after a few years it becomes a real window for all areas of 
social, cultural, and educational, scientific life, etc. for the Albanian people living and working 
in Yugoslavia. 
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Introduction 

The subject in question has not been a direct subject of study of any researcher in 
particular. However, contributions to this aspect have been provided by groups of 
authors, historians from Macedonia and Kosovo. The author, Sevdail Demiri (2001) 
has published a book, where he sheds light on cultural and educational aspects of many 
activities and texts written by scholars, scientific articles published in the Albanian 
press in SR Macedonia from 1945 till 1991. Although he gives a general overview, 
yet the magazine dealt with issues related to cultures, science, and literature did not 
seem to be of a bigger interest to the author, so he did not address the issue in a wider 
and more concise context. The author attaches almost entirely to the main newspaper 
“Flaka e Vllaznimit” (Flame of Brotherhood) which remains the main reference point 
in his book. As for the Albanian press in Kosovo, he only outlines the newspapers and 
magazines as well as the achievements of the Albanian press in this country during 
the period 1945-1991. Also, historians from Kosovo and Albania who contributed as 
authors of “Historia e Popullit Shqiptar”, Vol. IV, 1 (“History of Albanian Nation”, Vol. 
IV) treat the aspect of the Albanian press in Kosovo and Macedonia/Yugoslavia side 
by side. The journalist Blendi Fevziu, a well-known Albanian author, 2 unilaterally 
deals only with the main aspects of the Albanian press in a fragmentary form. We 
can say that the Kosovar author, Sherafedin Hoxha, 3 treats the press of Kosovo in a 
synthetic way, but without getting into concrete specific issues.

1. The status of national minorities in Yugoslavia
According to the scientific theories that address the issue of the complexity of the 
content of the term minority, it should be studied in several directions: historical 

 1  Historia e Popullit Shqiptar IV, Instituti i Historisë-Tiranë, Tiranë, 2008.
 2  Blendi Fevziu, Historia e shtypit shqiptar 1848-2005, Onufri, Tiranë, 2005.
 3  Sherafedin Hoxha, Shtypi i kombeve dhe kombësive të Kosovës 1871-1983, Rilindja, Prishtinë, 1987.
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background, as a political issue, as an issue in international relations and as a legal 
issue. In the historical background the term minority means a community of 
individuals who are subject to changes over the different time periods. As a result, 
the community creates its own history which is linked with the history of the state 
where the community lives, as well as with the history of the mother state. As an 
issue in political sciences minority represents a group that differs from the majority 
due to some ethnic or national features, or issues related to the nation and national 
identity. As a legal issue minority includes a group of individuals who have their 
rights as a citizens in a certain state while as an issue in international relations 
minorities may be considered as a bridge in relations between two neighboring states, 
or contrary, they may be a cause of disagreements or conflicts between the mother 
country and the country they live in. 4 As multinational state, the Yugoslavian 
leadership have implemented the position and the rights of the national minorities in 
the established model of the treatment of the national issue. Namely, Tito has paid a 
crucial attention to the national issue as a very important aspect of the internal policy 
that should have been pillar of the stability of the multinational state. Yugoslavia 
perceived itself as a multinational state consisted of six constituent peoples and 
several national minorities, which were to be firmly united in the new socio-political 
reality. Their rights were guaranteed by separate articles that were part of all 
constitutions of the country. Thus, two autonomous provinces were created beside 
the six republics but within Serbia: Vojvodina and Kosovo, and Yugoslavia also 
found the formula of “Brotherhood and Union” – which supposed to be ground for 
equal rights to all nations and nationalities living in Yugoslavia. 5 Thus, the first 
Constitution from 1946, through a summarized manner provided the position of 
nationalities, establishing and guaranteeing the specific rights deriving from their 
special position. We may observe here that the position of minorities was described 
by Article 13 of 1946 Constitution. This article declares that national minorities in the 
Federative People’s Republic of Yugoslavia enjoy the right of their cultural 
development and of use of their mother tongue. 6 The Article 21 guarantees the rights, 
freedoms and responsibilities of national minorities as citizens: first of all, it is the 
principle of equality - all citizens were equal in front of the Constitution and all 
citizens were equal regardless their nation or religion. 7 The Yugoslavian Constitutional 
Law of 1953 didn’t affect the minorities, but the Article 4 guarantied the freedom and 
rights for any citizen. The Federal Constitution of 1963, the republican constitutions, 
and the statutes of autonomous provinces of that year, marked an important turning 
point over the legal and constitutional position of nationalities in Yugoslavia. The 
enforcement of an accelerated economic development policy over the undeveloped 
 4  Sonila Boçi, Minoritetet në Shqipëri midis identitetit dhe integrimit 1939-1949, Instituti i Historisë-
Tiranë, Tiranë, 2012,  23.
 5  Katrin Boeckh, Ethnic minorities in Socialist Yugoslavia 1945-1990: Compromises Until the End, 
in: Minorities in the Balkans. State Policy and interethnic Relations. (1804–2004). (Ed. by Dušan T. 
Bataković).  Institute for Balkans Studies, Serbian Academy of Sciences and Arts, Belgrade 2011, 205-220, 
208.
 6  Nina Baltic, Theory and Practice of Human minority under the Yugoslav communist system, European 
Academy, Bozen-Bolzano, 2007, 30-31.
 7  Kosta Joncic, Polozaj i razvitak narodnosti, “Trideset godina socialisticke Jugoslavije”, Monos, Beograd, 
1975, 404, 405.
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zones inhabited by nationalities, particularly in Kosovo, improved social-economic 
conditions to achieve the status of a nationality. The Constitution of 1963 presented 
also an important novelty about the determination of the term nationality. The term 
“nationality” was used instead the term “national minority”, initially as a provisional 
term, that means a gradual achievement of an equal position. The modification of 
federal and provincial laws, as well as other regulations, stemmed from the need to 
adjust these regulations with the new constitutions, which also contains broader and 
more specific provisions about the position of nationalities; they marked also an 
increasingly and more obvious transition over the establishment of specific rights of 
nationalities on regulation of their equal position toward other nations in Yugoslavia. 8  

The 1974 Constitution regulated more specifically the legal-politic position of 
nationalities. The Article 245 declared that nations and nationalities are equal; the 
equal position of nationalities was also expressed in other provisions of the 
Constitution. Thus, Article 1 described Yugoslavia as a federal state with equal 
nations and nationalities. The Article 244 declared that nationalities and other people 
of Yugoslavia, all being equal should pay efforts to guarantee following joint elements 
in Yugoslavia: sovereignty, equality and national freedom. 9  The Article 246 provided 
that the language and literacy of all nations and nationalities are equal in Yugoslavia; 
the languages of nations are in official use, whereas the languages of nationalities are 
regulated in accordance with the Constitution and the federal law. 10 Article 170 
guaranties the right of liberty and free expression of national being or nationality; the 
citizen holds the right not to declare his/her national being or may choose any other 
nationality. This article expresses the right of nationalities on free use of their language 
that consists on individual rights for education, cultures, governmental activities, 
decision making and self-governance. 11 Article 214 provided the right of citizen of a 
nationality to express his or her culture. This article specifically guaranties the right 
for education of teaching in their mother tongue. 12  The demographic statistics of 
participation of the separate nationalities in overall number of the population in 
Yugoslavia can be presented by following data extracted from the censuses of 1948 
and 1971 13. While in 1948 the number of the national minorities in the country was: 
Muslims 808921, Albanians 750431, Bulgarians 61140, Czechs 39015, Italians 79575, 
Germans 55337, Romanians 64095, Hungarians 496,492,  Russians 37140, Slovaks 
83626, Turks 97954, in 1953 Muslims 998698, Albanians 754245, Bulgarians 61708, 
Czechs 34517, Italians 35874, Germans 70536, Romanians 60364, Hungarians 502,175, 
Russians 37353, Slovaks 84999, Turks 259535 in 1971 reached the number of  Muslims 
1729932, Albanians 1389523, Bulgarians 58627, Czechs 24820, Italians 21791, Germans 
12785, Romanians  58570, Hungarians 477, 374,  Russians 24640, Slovaks 83656, Turks 
127920. 14  From the statistic presented below, the data about the implementation of 

 8  Ibid, 404.
 9  Ustav Socijalističke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije, (1974 ), Beograd, 1974,  87.
 10  Ibid, 88.
 11  Ibid, 69.
 12  Ibid, 80.
 13  Dusan Bilandzic, Historija Socialisticke Federativne Republike Jugoslavije glavni procesi 1918-1985,  
Skolska knjiga, Zagreb, 1985, 513.
 14  Savezni zavod za statistiku Jugoslavije 1945-1985, Beograd, 1985, 56.
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the national policy of equality in the segment of state educational policy i.e. increasing 
of the number of schools, pupils and teachers of the minorities in Yugoslavia could be 
seen: in 1949/1950 school year, Albanians were educated in 727 schools, 168.996 
pupils, 1.095 teachers; Bulgarians 95 schools, 5.467 pupils, 122 teachers; Italians 30 
schools, 4102 pupils, 105 teachers; Hungarians 204 schools, 36221 pupils, 617 teachers; 
Romanians 37 schools, 3806 pupils, 81 teachers; Russians and Ukrainians 13 schools, 
1503 pupils, 28 teachers; Slovaks, 55 schools, 6961 pupils, 117 teachers; Turks 60 
schools 12053 pupils, 211 teachers. In 1971/1972 school year the number increased on 
1071 Albanian schools, 252855 pupils, 9861 teachers; Hungarians 211 schools, 37515 
pupils, 2236 teachers, the number of Bulgarian schools decreased on 82 schools, 4491 
pupils, 264 teachers; Italians on 30 schools, 1489 pupils, 219 teachers; Russians and 
Ukrainians 4 schools, 1038 pupils, 55 teachers, Slovaks 29 schools, 6389 pupils, 350 
teachers, Turks 64 schools, 7720 pupils, 339 teachers. 15 The more evident progress on 
the growth of number of schools, pupils and teachers was observed among Albanians 
as a result of increasing of the number of this population in the country. The next data 
refers on the number of the secondary schools, students and teachers: In 1961/1962, 
there were 27 secondary schools on Albanian language, with 4073 pupils and 270 
teachers; on Bulgarian language - 1 school, 234 pupils, 14 teachers; on Italian language 
- 1 school, 12 pupils, 12 teachers; on Hungarian language - 31 schools, 3808 pupils, 
364 teachers; on Romanian language - 2 schools, 83 pupils, 12 teachers; on Slovak 
language - 1 school, 75 pupils, 14 teachers - on Turk language 1 school, 112 pupils, 6 
teachers. In 1971/1972, the statistics are as follows: Albanian language 121 schools, 
18513 pupils, 1711 teachers, Italian language 4 schools, 187 pupils, 42 teachers, 
Romanian language 2 schools 71 pupils, 36 teachers, Russian language 1 school, 25 
pupils, 2 teachers, Slovak language 3 schools, 101 pupils, 19 teachers, Turk language 
5 schools, 332 pupils, 32 teachers. 16 This statistic also speaks about a great progress on 
growth of number of students and teachers of the nationalities. 17 The higher degrees 
of education marks important achievement for the Hungarians and Albanians. The 
University of Novi Sad has been established in 1960 and it marked a qualitative 
increase in educational values in Yugoslavia. The Higher Pedagogical School in 
Kosovo has been established in 1958; it was a predecessor of University of Prishtina, 
whereas in 1967 was opened the High School in Gjakova. However, the greater 
achievement was marked in 1970 when the University of Prishtina has been established 
and reached the highest level of educational-cultural and scientific emancipation of 
Albanian nationality in Yugoslavia. 18  The press was a very important tool of overall 
political, cultural, and social development of the country. Thus, the nationalities 
published several newspapers and journals in their own language: In 1953 – Albanians 
4 newspapers/journals, Bulgarians 1 newspaper/journal, Czechs and Slovaks 4 
newspapers/journals, Italians 4 newspapers/journals, Hungarians 10 newspapers/
journals, Romanians 2 newspapers/journals, Russians and Ukrainians 1 newspaper/
journal, Turks 2 newspapers/journal while in 1973, Albanians 18 newspapers/ 
journals, Czechs and Slovaks 7 Italians 2 Hungarians 21 Romanians 3 Russians and 
 15  Kosta Joncic, Polozaj i razvitak narodnosti…, 407.
 16  Ibid, 408.
 17  Hajredin Hoxha, Kosovo i Albanci u Jugoslaviji, Cankarjeva Zalozba,  Ljubjana, 1984, 219-220.
 18  Ibid, 220. 
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Ukrainians 5 and the Turks 3 newspapers/journals. 19 The same was the case with 
other publications on mother tongue language.  Thus, for 1952, the statistics counts:, 
on Albanian language - 39 publications, Czech 20 publications, Italian 17 publications, 
Hungarian 83 publications, Romanian 34 publications, Russian and Ukraine 8 
publications, Turk 6 publications while in 1973, on Albanian language 305 publications, 
on Bulgarian 10 Czechs and Slovak 24 Italian 33 Hungarian 150 Romanian 19 Russian 
and Ukraine 16 and on Turk language 37 publications. 20 As stated above we may 
conclude that nationalities were treated differently throghout years in Yugoslavia. 
From 1963, the Hungarian and Albanian nationalities begun to gain more rights 
which were guaranteed with constitutional law. Yet, Yugoslavia increased the rights 
of nationalities especially in the field of education, science, and other cultural activities 
with the Constitution from 1974, enabling them to achieve the peak of their overall 
development in the years after the 1974. 

Albanian press in Yugoslavia ( 1945-1974 )
The Albanian Committee in Kosovo, in this period issued 40 various books and 
pamphlets. 21 Within this policy, since 1945, the first newspapers and magazines on 
the languages of the bigger minority communities that were recognized in the 
country, started to be published. Besides cultivating the revolutionary tradition, the 
spirit of the Socialist Revolution and popularization of the “new” socialistic order, at 
the same time, they were supposed to inform the citizens about the current events in 
the country, to raise them culturally and educationally, but also to serve as a teaching 
tool in the educational process. Thus, the Albanian press in Yugoslavia started being 
printed firstly in Kosovo, in February 1945. The first Albanian newsletter in Yugoslavia 
was “Rilindja” (“The Renaissance”), 22 published in the city of Prizren ëhere different 
rubrics were presented, such as economic, educational, cultural, literary, 
entertainment, sports. The complex process of preparing, publishing and distributing 
was realized by a whole army of journalists and professional workers of various 
profiles who practiced various jobs.   In the beginning, the newspaper was printed 
once a month, in 1000 samples, ëhereas, from the 29th of November 1958, it was 
printed every day.  Many well-known journalists have contributed as collaborators of 
this neëspaper such as Haki Hoxha, Mustafë Shala, Vehap Shita Shemsi Mehmeti, 
Maksut Shehu, Ramiz Kelmendi, Masar Murtezai, Asllan Fazliu, Fejzullah Cana etc. 23 

The chief editors of “Rilindja” throughout different phases of its existence ëere Esat 
Mekuli, Asllan Fazliu, Sedat Dida, Ibrahim Zherka, Gjon Shiroka, Mustafë Shala, 
Jusuf Kelmendi, Rexhep Zogaj, Fadil Bujari. Whilst, general directors of this 
newspaper ëere: Ymer Pula, Gjon Shiroka, Sinan Hasani, Mehmet Shoshi, Ismajl 
Bajra, Rexhep Zogaj, Rexhai Surroi and Rrahman Dedaj. “Rilindja” was the main 
source of information in Kosovo and as such, it became a kind of school for the 
development of the journalism, culture, science, and education in the province in 

 19  Kosta Joncic, Polozaj i razvitak narodnosti…, 409.
 20  Ibid, 409.
 21   B. Petranovic, Istorija Jugoslavije ..., knjiga treca, 158.
 22  Sherafedin Hoxha, Shtypi i kombeve dhe i kombësive të Kosovës, Rilindja, Prishtinë, 1987, 105.
 23  Ibid. 105.
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general. 24  Albanian press in the SR of Macedonia (in further text Macedonia) has been 
identified with its main newspaper “Flaka e Vllaznimit” (“Flame of Brotherhood”), 
which acted from 1945 to 1991. So, this newspaper played an undisputed role in the 
cultural, educational, and scientific achievements of the Albanian population in 
Macedonia. It presents a chronicle of that time, which recorded the main events of 
that sphere, with special emphasis on Albanians. Moreover, this newspaper had a 
high professional level, because the most advanced Albanian but also Macedonian 
intellectuals took part in its content.  The first number of newspaper “Flaka e 
Vllaznimit” (in further text “Flaka”) dates back to April 4, 1945 25, as the organ of the 
National Liberation Front of Macedonia. 26 One of the initiators and founders was the 
first Albanian minister in the first Macedonian government, Dr. Nexhat Agolli. 27 As 
the member of the Macedonian People’s Front, he was appointed as the editor-in-
chief of the “Flaka” neëspaper, whereas Petro Janura served as its director until 
1946. 28 Along with Dr. Petro Janura 29, Kamber Xheria and Ali Mullai became its 
journalists. In fact, they led the work and prepared all materials while Xheladin 
Palloshi and Hashim Toplica and later Skender Pustina and Mustafa Hatibi worked 
chiefly in translating different texts from Macedonian and other languages into 
Albanian. At the beginning, most of the texts were materials translated from the 
Macedonian language published in newspaper “Nova Makedonija” (“New 
Macedonia”). 30 The press run at its beginnings ëas 2-3000 copies per day and on the 
fifth anniversary of its foundation had reached 7000 copies. 31  Newspaper “Flaka” 
founded with a decision of the Communist Party the winner in the Second World 
War, in some ways was the party spokesperson. Namely, it ëas the organ of the 
Popular Front of Macedonia. Later, it became the body of the Socialist League of 
Labor People of Macedonia, and the main representative of the policy of the 
Communist Party of Macedonia. 32 Therefore, throughout the period of its operation, 
until 1991, this newspaper will be a trusted organ of the regime. During the years, the 
newspaper was edited by other distinguished social and cultural ëorkers, such as 
Murteza Peza, Lutfi Rusi 33 Sejfedin Sulejmani, Xhevat Gega Rexhep Zllatku and Fejzi 
 24  Sherafedin Hoxha, Shtypi i kombeve... 109. 
 25  Flaka e Vllaznimit, Shkup, 04.04.1945, 1. 
 26  Flaka e Vllaznimit, Shkup, 07.05.1945, 1.
 27   Nexhat Agolli (1913-1949) - was a Macedonian Albanian jurist and politician. Ne studied law in Rome 
and worked as an assistant professor of law at the Sapienza University in Rome. He served as Deputy 
President of the Anti-Fascist Assembly for the People’s Liberation of Macedonia (ASNOM) in 1944; and, 
after World War II, as Minister of Social Works of Macedonia. In 1949, he was arrested for opposing Josip 
Broz Tito’s Inform biro policies, and died while imprisoned. 
 28  Fjalori Enciklopedik Shqiptar 2, ( Ed. Zija Xholi, Ylli Vejsiu ), Akademia e Shkencave e Shqipërisë, 
Toena, Tiranë, 2008, 18. 
 29   Petro Janura (1911-1983). Was a writer, journalist, folklorist, pedagogue, literary critic, and researcher. 
He was one of the founders of the Department of Albanian language at the University of Skopje., and one 
of the main researchers on the  issues on the Albanian language, literature, and folklore in Yugoslavia. 
 30  Sevdail Demiri, Shtypi shqiptar në Maqedoni (1945-1991) aspekti-kulturo-arsimor, Instituti i 
Trashëgimisë Shpirtërore dhe Kulturore i Shqiptarëve-Shkup, Shkup, 2015, 58.
 31  Flaka e Vllaznimit, Shkup, 08.04.1950, 2. 
 32  Sevdail Demiri, Shtypi shqiptar në Maqedoni (1945-1991) aspekti-kulturo-arsimor..., 218. 
 33  Lutfi Rusi (1923 -1981). Was a Macedonian Albanian journalist, writer, and translator from and into 
Albanian. He was a participant in World War II. His popular works are “Partisan Stories”, “Ibe Palikukja” 
etc.
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Bojku 34. In May of 1946, “Përparimi” (“The Progress”) magazine started to be 
published as the first magazine regarding education and culture in Kosovo. It could 
be concluded that the historical mission of the first magazine in Kosovo was 
successfully completed, which is confirmed throughout its 45-year activities that was 
serving to the science, culture, and education. Not having enough personnel in the 
beginning of this magazine’s existence, this tribune became a true heart of science. A 
big contribution for its advancement was given by the science qualified persons who 
were educated in different educational centers in Yugoslavia. Unmistakably, the 
scientific results presented in “Përparimi” speak that the magazine became a school 
with great number of articles of scientific production. During the years, the magazine 
was under the leadership of several chief editors from the ranks of the prominent 
Kosovo’s intellectuals, university professors and academicians such as: Esat Mekuli 
Ali Hadri 35 Jak Mita, Esat Stavileci,  36 whilst the editorial board’s collegium throughout 
the years was composed by Pajazit Nushi 37, Syrja Pupovci 38, Muhamedin Kullashi 39, 
Fehmi Agani 40 etc. The press reached a number of 2000 copies. 41  “Perparimi” became 
an important tribune ëhere distinguished names from the spheres of philosophy, 
sociology, geography, history, political sciences, etc. gathered in the same place, so 
the readers could read different vieëpoints of different authors about different events 
and issues. 42 The children’s magazine “Gëzimi” (“Joy”) has certainly played an 
extraordinary role in educating younger generations. This magazine has its origins in 
January 1950, 43 and in the beginning it was published with the name “Gazeta e 
pionierëve” (“Pioneers’ newspaper”). Since September 1951, it came out with the 
name “Gëzimi”, 44 which it will keep ëith much respect for more than five decades. 
This magazine was published for the educational needs of the pioneers and younger 
Albanian children. It appeared when the first primary schools in the mother tongue 
were opened and when there were no text books and even basic ABC-books in 
Albanian language, so it accomplished great achievements of special importance in 
the field of education. In the first year, it informed the readers about the life and work 
of the first schools, the efforts of pioneers and youth to rebuild the ëar-torn country, 

 34  Fejzi Bojku (1937-). Writer and journalist. He graduated from the Faculty of Philosophy of the University 
of Skopje. He works as the editor of the newspaper Flaka e Vllaznimit. He has been a member of the 
Macedonian Writers’ Association since 1974.
 35  Ali Hadri (1928-1987). Was a historian, professor of history at the University of Prishtina, Director of the 
Institute of History in Prishtina, Member of Academy of Science and Arts of Kosovo.
 36  Esat Stavileci (1942 - 2015). Was a professor of law at University of Prishtina, Member of the Academy 
of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo 
 37  Pajazit Nushi (1933 - 2015). Was a professor of psychology at the University of Prishtina, Member of the 
Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo 
 38  Syrja Pupovci (1937-1998). Was a professor of law at gthe University of Prishtina, Member of the 
Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo.
 39  Muhamedin Kullashi (1949-). Professor of philosophy at the University of Prishtina, Member of the 
Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo.
 40  Fehmi Agani (1932 –1999). Was a professor of sociology at the University of Prishtina, Member of the 
Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo.
 41  Emine Abdixhiku-Fetahu, Revista “Përparimi” 1946-1986,  Rilindja, Prishtinë, 1986, 7.
 42  Ibid, 7.
 43  “Gazeta e pionierëve”,  Janar, 1951, Viti I, Nr.1, 1.
 44  Gëzimi, 01.09.1951, Viti I, nr. 1, 1-2.
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the heroism of people during the war.  45  On its pages were published educational 
materials and literary-artistic creations with an admirable level, therefore, it can be 
freely said that this magazine can be called an anthology of literary and artistic 
creations for children. Given its great presence in the primary schools, it often served 
as a text-book and as an open tribune where talented pupils regularly published their 
works. Big number of those children, zealous readers of “Gëzimi” later became 
known writers, distinguished teachers, or prominent cultural and social workers. 46 

The editor of the newspaper was Vanco Apostolski 47  and the chief - editor was Fejzi 
Bojku.  In 1955, for the first time, the magazine for the youngest children began to be 
published under the name “Fatosi” (“Pupil”). 48 Initially, the publisher of “Fatosi” 
magazine was the publishing company “Detska radost” from Skopje, where all the 
magazines and books for children in Macedonia were published, specifically in 
Macedonian, Albanian and Turkish languages. It ëas printed at the “Goce Delchev”, 
Printing House in Skopje. 49 The Editor-in-Chief (initially called “responsible director”) 
of “Fatosi” since the magazine’s foundation until his retirement ëas the ëriter 
Mehmedali Hoxha. An extraordinary contribution in this magazine from 1964 until 
the end of the 1980s was also provided by one of its editors, the children writer Fejzi 
Bojku. From the first issue number of the magazine in question, Slavko Temkov and 
Nexhati Zekirija 50 were also part of the editorial office, because in “Fatosi” were also 
published many materials translated from Macedonian and Turkish languages. 51 The 
director was Vanco Apostolski, while Shefqet Qorolli and Qefsere Shehu were part of 
the editorial board and the illustrators were Aleksandar Kuzmanovski and Smajo 
Muso. 52  In Macedonia was published a magazine called “Jehona” (“Echo”). The first 
issue of the magazine “Jehona” as “Magazine of Scientific, Political, Literary and 
Cultural Issues”, dates in November 1962. The magazine began to be printed in the 
printing house “Goce Delchev” in Skopje. In the beginning it was published in 4 
numbers per year and afterwards it increased the intensity of 8 numbers, until 1968 
when it started to be published in 10 numbers per year. The form of the magazine 
“Jehona” was small format without fancy illustrations of the title-page. The origin 
volume had the capacity of 1000 to 1500 copies. This newspaper ëas published by 
support of the Republican union of Culture of Socialist Republic of Macedonia. The 
editorial board ëas comprised of prominent journalists such as Azem Zylfiqari, Murat 
Isaku, Tomo Buklevski-Maculi, Hamit Thaqi, Xhevat Gega, Mateja Matevski, Mahmut 
Hysa, Qamuran Tahiri, Jakim Sinadinovski, Fehmi Muça and Murteza Peza. Director 

 45  Sevdail Demiri, Shtypi shqiptar në Maqedoni..., 176-177.
 46  Ibid, 176.
 47  Vancho Apostolski (1925 - 2008). Was a journalist, participant in the Second World War, political worker 
in Macedonia. From April 26, 1985 to June 1986, he held the post of President of the Presidency of the 
Republic of Macedonia.
 48  Fatosi, 01.09.1955, Viti I, nr.1, 1-2.
 49  Sevdail Demiri, Shtypi shqiptar në Maqedoni..., 188.
 50  Nexhati Zekerija (1928-). Was a Macedonian Turkish poet, short story writer, children’s writer, 
translator of Turkish nationality in Macedonia. Graduated from the Faculty of Philosophy in Skopje. He 
worked as an editor in the editorial office “Birlik” at NIP “Nova Makedonija”. He has been a member of 
the Macedonian Writers’ Association since.
 51  Sevdail Demiri, Shtypi shqiptar në Maqedoni..., 189.
 52  Ibid, 190.
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in charge of the magazine was Murteza Peza. 53  In 1968, “Fjala” (“Word”), another 
magazine for culture, art and literature started to be published in Kosovo. This 
magazine appeared in an important period, time when Kosovo was raising culturally 
and politically. It used to be published every month; it had an editorial board and an 
editor-in-chief. Throughout the years, the chief editors were prominent  intellectuals 
from Kosovo: Ali Sutaj, Sabedin Haliti, Ali Sutaj, Vehbi Kikaj, Shkëlzen Maliqi 54, 
Bajram Krasniqi. It had a press run of 3000 copies. The editorial board’s collegium 
was led through many years by: Zeqirja Ballata 55, Ibrahim Rugova 56, Bajram Krasniqi, 
Shkëlzen Maliqi, Rexhep Ferri, Nebih Muriqi. “Fjala” touched different topics from 
culture, art history, literature and especially prose and poetry, but also published 
different literary and scientific revieës, articles and neës on music, art, film. 57 In the 
academic 1973-1974 academic year, on the Department of Albanian Language and 
Literature at the Faculty of Philosophy in Prishtina, the professor Idriz Ajeti, 
prominent albanologist initiated the idea of founding a center – seminar for learning 
Albanian language and culture within the Faculty especially intended for foreigners. 
During July-August 1974, a text entitled “Kurs i gjuhës për të huaj” (“Language 
course for foreigners”) was drafted, the program for this center was ready and printed 
in a leaflet of eight pages, in Albanian and French languages. The organizational 
committee ëas consisted of Dr. Idriz Ajeti 58 – the director, Mr. Mehdi Bardhi 59 Dr. 
Rexhep Qosja 60 Dr. Skender Rizaj 61 and Rexhep Ismajli 62 The agenda of the seminar 
consisted of scientific activities organized on the Faculty of Philosophy to help 
students and foreign researchers interested in studying and researching the Albanian 
language and literature, and for Albanian culture in general. The first seminar was 
held in 1974 and its magazine with the same name, started to be publish in 1975, as a 
scientific magazine. 63 

Conclusions
The Albanian minority in Yugoslavia, since 1946 when it was named as such by the 
Yugoslav Constitution of the same year, and later established as a nationality in 1963 
 53  Ibid, 204-205.
 54  Shkëlzen Maliqi (1947- ). Intellectual, philosopher, art critic, political analyst .
 55  Zeqirja Ballata (1943-).  Profesor of music at University of Prishtina, Member of Academy of Science 
and Arts of Kosovo.
 56  Ibrahim Rugova (1944 –2006). Was a scientific worker at Institute of Albanology in Prishtina, chairman 
of the Kosovo Writers’ Union 1988-1990. Rugova entered politics in 1989, when he assumed the leadership 
of the Democratic League of Kosovo (LDK). 
 57  Sh. Hoxha, Shtypi i kombeve...., 134-135. 
 58  Idriz Ajeti (1917 –2019).  Was an Albanologist from Kosovo and one of the main researchers and 
authorities on the Albanian language studies in post-World War II period. He was a professor at the 
University of Prishtina, and  a member of the Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo.
 59  Mehdi Bardhi (1927-1994). Was a professor at the Department of Albanian language at the University 
of Prishtina.
 60  Rexhep Qosja (1936-). Is a writer, scientific worker, and director of Institute of Albanology in Prishtina, 
member of the Academy of Sciences and Arts of Kosovo.  
 61  Skender Rizaj  (1930-). Founder of and professor at the Department of History at the University of 
Prishtina. 
 62  Rexhep Ismajli (1947-). Professor of Linguistics and History of Albania at the University of Prishtina, 
Member of the Academy of Sciences and Arts in Kosovo. 
 63  Fjalor Enciklopedik Shqiptar 3, (Ed. Zija Xholi, Ylli Vejsiu),  Akademia e Shkencave e Shqipërisë, Tiranë, 
2009,  2313-2314.
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with constitutional notions and rights on equal activity with other Yugoslav peoples 
in vital areas, reached a satisfactory development level in the field of published press. 
In this context, the coverage of the development of the Albanian press is an additional 
argument that newspapers and magazines played an undisputed role in many aspects 
of the Albanian population in Yugoslavia. In the Socialist Republic of Macedonia and 
Kosovo during this period the press activity reached its peak. Hence, the staff of 
newspapers and magazines, which remained the main axis on the road to success, also 
played an important role in the overall popularization and development. However, 
with regard to this area, daily politics also has to be credited, even though the press 
was part of a one-party system and completely controlled by the state bureaucracy. 
However, the Albanian population benefited greatly from these liberal concessions 
within the right to freedom of expression, and we must point out that through the 
press, especially in the cultural, educational, and scientific sphere, an undeniable 
raise of the national awareness of Albanians in Yugoslavia was achieved, in the most 
delicate stages when Albanians had not yet gained the rights that belonged to them.
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